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Container List

Box

1  Annual reports
   Correspondence
   Documents
2  Beale-Gravette
3  Harrington - Woody

Families
4  Austin - Burt
5  Calmes – Cooper and Curtis
6  Dalrymple, family notes – in Scotland
7  Dalrymple, typed notes
8  Dameron – Dowd, family notes
9  Dowd, first generation – typed notes f. 3
10 Dowd, typed notes f. 4 – Gregg, Frederick
11 Harrington - Stone
12 Waller – Woody, family notes
13 Woody, John of Baltimore – typed notes
14 Woody/Brooks - Maps

Notebooks
15 A-F (1944-1955)
16 G-M (1955 June -1958)
17 N-T (1957-1962)
19 Photographs & negatives